How To Make Angel Fish
Every year we throw away billions of plastic
bags, bottles and other plastic objects. A lot of
this plastic ends up in our streams, rivers and
oceans which then breaks down in to small bits
by sunlight and enters the food chain. This does
not have to continue! There are things that you
can do to help:
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1. Draw a line round the milk bottle’s handle. Cut through the milk
bottle’s handle. Tip: slightly squash the handle and push it as far as
you can into the open scissors
2. Draw an oval shape onto the bottle just beneath the cut handle.
Cut this shape out.
3. Draw a line around the bottom of the bottle, about 1cm in from the
bottom. Cut off the bottom using the line you have drawn as a guide.
4. Draw a line from just below the cut handle to the cut bottom (about
5cm’s). Cut along this line.
5. Turn the bottle over so you are looking at the other side. Draw a line
from the cut bottom up to the first kink in the bottle (about 5cm’s).
Cut along this line.
6. Draw a line (about 4cm’s) along the kink. It is 2cm’s on either side
of your last cut. Cut along this line.
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7. To shape the tail, draw one curved line between line 5 and one
end of line 6, and then between line 5 and the other end of line 6.
The shapes you have drawn will look like two bendy triangles. Cut
along both of these lines
8. Press and fold the bottle in the middle.
9. The cuts you will cut are NOT parallel but opposite. THIS IS VERY
IMPORTANT. To do this easily, line your bottle up so it looks EXACTLY
like the picture and check where the handle is. With the handle on
the left draw a line (about 2cm’s) between the edge of the bottle
(tail) and half way across it. Cut along the line.
10. With the handle on the right, draw a line between the edge of the
bottle (tail) and the middle of the bottle. Cut along this line.
11. Use these two cuts to fix the tail in place.
12. Cut a few 1-2cm lines into the end of the cut handle to make
a fringe.
13. Cut a narrow hole (approx 1cm) in each side. These are for the fins.
14. Using your cut-off plastic cut out a fin for each side.
15. Make a little cut slot in each fin’s side. Push it through the narrow
hole and fix it securely into the slot.
16. Draw on the eyes and decorate.
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